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PREFACE

The topic discussed in this paper was undertaken because of a
need to review a new event in the history of art and craft.

In the

twenty-five years following the first experiments in glass blowing by
artists in the United States documentation has been sporadic and at
times inaccurate.

It is hoped that the preparatory research and this

resulting summary will assist in the future consideration of studio
glass and its precursors.
The author would like to thank those individuals who shared
their private archives and graciously agreed to be interviewed for the
purposes of this study.
This paper is dedicated to my parents, Millie Ann and Milton
Frantz.
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ABSTRACT

In the twentieth century the medium of glass has rarely been
employed by artists.

The technical and physical resources necessary

to melt glass were traditionally available only to those tied to
industry or working the material in non-molten states.

In 1962 two

experimental workshops in glass blowing for artists demonstrated that
it was possible for an individual artist to design and shape hot glass
in a private studio.

In the following twenty-five years the medium

has quickly been accepted by artists as a sculptural vehicle and its
use has spread from the United States throughout the world.

Also in

that ensuing period new information has permitted a look at this
development in the context of the history of glass as well as to
document its stylistic and historic evolution.

vi

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Within the first half of the twentieth century only a handful
of isolated individuals are known to have worked molten glass as a
material for artistic expression.

In the early 19.60s, however, a new

chapter was written in the history of glass when the technique of
glass blowing was made available again to the individual artist/
craftsman working independently of industry.

From that point on a

widespread "movement" of artists revived glass making as a contem
porary craft and glass as a sculptural medium. This paper intents to
study the precursors of this new development and trace a history of
its last twenty-five years.
The term "studio glass" was popularized twenty-five years ago
to describe glass designed and worked in a molten state (usually
blown), by a single artist working in a studio rather than the
factory. (Stained glass, though made by individual artists, had its
own continuous tradition outside the parameter of this discussion.)
For several years the term only included glass made after March, 1962,
when the first glass blowing workshop for artists was held at the
Toledo Museum of Art, Ohio. At that time it appeared that this narrow
definition adequately described what was then thought to be a

1

2

completely unprecedented phenomenon of American origin.

In the years

that have followed it has become increasingly clear that although it
was certainly new, studio glass did not emerge autonomously.

Instead

it was well rooted within the larger history of twentieth century
European glass.

Knowledge of that context, and also the ensuing

developments, indicate that the original definition of studio glass
must be broadened to describe its evolution accurately.

Twentieth Century Precursors
For centuries glass has been worked in functional and
sculptural forms which have, at times, pushed it into the realm of
art.

Form was determined either by the craftsman or by a designer who

never touched the glass and seldom set foot in a factory.

Until the

industrial revolution the glass industry was based almost entirely on
manual production within the setting of the small shop.

By 1900,

however, mechanical innovations signaled the decreasing need for
skilled glass blowers in the factory.

Only laboratory apparatus,

"art" glass, and other specialized glassware continued to require the
hand of the craftsman.
Beginning at the turn of the twentieth century something new
happened.

In three separate approaches glass came to be regarded as

an artistic medium beyond decoration and function.

This new attitude

laid the foundation for the studio glass which followed.
The first new way of employing glass came from Emile Galle
(1846-1904) and Rene Lalique (1860-1945) in France and Louis Comfort
Tiffany (1848-1933) in the United States.

These artists owned their

3

own factories and shouldered major design responsibilities for company
production of functional and sculptural objects. Their relatively
small operations created unique works as well as large editions.

The

close association of the combined artist-designer-owner, with the high
quality of the glass and emphasis on the individuality of each object,
placed their work within the category of "artistic" decoration. Of
the three Galle was the most committed to the belief that glass was
was a viable medium for the artist's expression.

His carved and

engraved objects contained layers of internal imagery as well as
inscriptions of poetry.

These works required the full attention and

physical touch of the admirer to perceive the messages hidden within
the dark surfaces.
The innovations of Galle, Lalique, and Tiffany were introduced
to large-scale industry in 1917.

That year painters Simon Gate (1883-

1945) and Edvard Hald (1883-1980) were hired by the Swedish Orrefors
Glasbruk company to head the design department and to oversee the
entire output of the company, from unique objects to mass-produced
tableware.

Although designers had already worked for glass manufac

turers in the late nineteenth century, the overall appearance of each
object had traditionally been the product of the imagination of the
master blower (gaffer).

The Scandinavian view held that glass

designed and made by the same craftsman tended to be uneven,
haphazard, and overly ornate due to a lack of fine art training and
also competitiveness among the glass blowers.

4

Gate and Hald's approach was modern in two ways. First,
because they were trained in the fine arts and had no experience
designing glass they could objectively consider its unique properties
and potential without prejudice.

Second, rather than limiting their

involvement to the drawing board, the pair made a point of learning
all aspects of the physical nature of glass and worked closely with
the artisans in the fabrication of designs.

Like Galle they would

revise and refine ideas with the craftsmen as prototypes were pulled
from the fire.'''
Orrefors set a precedent for the interdependence of the artist
and industry which took hold and flourished throughout Europe.

In the

Netherlands, in response to the De Stijl movement, the factory N. V.
Koninklijke Nederlandsche Glasfabriek Leerdam turned in the early
1920s to ceramics designer Christian Johannes Lanooy (1881-1948),
architect Hendrik Petrus Berlage, in addition to artists Joris
Johannes Christian Lebeau (1878-1945) and Cornelis de Lorm (1875-1942),
to introduce modern design into Dutch mass production.

A few years

later American architect Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959), a major
influence on Dutch art and architecture, also produced several designs
for Leerdam.
Andries Dirk Copier (1901-) was designated Leerdam's
permanent designer in 1923.

1.

2

His "Unica" were introduced in the 1930s

Guillaume Janneau, Modern Glass (London, 1931), pp. 20-21.

2. A. van der Kley-Blekxtoon, Leerdam Glas 1878-1930,
(Lochen-Gent, 1884), pp. 21, 96.
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as one of a kind freely blown objects created by collaboration between
artist and glassmaker.

These vessels had a spontaneous, loose feeling

that foreshadowed the work of the later studio glass artists.

Copier

founded the Leerdam Glass School in 1939 to teach blowing and cold
decoration techniques.*

Although originally organized to train

factory employees, the school taught aesthetics and would also
ultimately include artists in its enrollment.
Both branches of the intimate association of artists with
industry, the "artistic" business owned by the artist-designer and the
employment of the artist-designer by a large factory, continued
through the early years of the twentieth century.

By the end of the

1940s, however, Galle, Tiffany and Lalique had all died and their
respective factories had either closed or undergone fundamental
changes.

The numbers of other small glasshouses had also dwindled as

taste shifted toward the simple functional, forms of Bauhaus-inspired
glass more effectively produced by machines than craftsmen.
Although all of these artist-designers worked intimately with
the blowers, cutters, etchers and engravers who handled the glass,
none of them actually crafted molten glass himself.

The only known

exceptions are some early "cire perdue" casting done by Lalique.

2

1. Floris Meydam, "Leerdam Glass," The Glass Art Society
Journal (1979), p. 17.
2.

Ibid., p. 8.
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The third cornerstone of the studio glass foundation came from
a very small group working contemporaneously with the first schools.
Unlike the designers, these artists fabricated the glass themselves
and produced a very small number of objects.

Their work was not

executed in molten glass, but in "pate de verre" (paste of glass) and
other variations of the technique in which crushed glass is packed
into a refractory mold and then fused in a kiln.
This process was first employed by the sculptor Henri Cros
(1840-1907).

In his search for a permanent material with the surface

qualities of colored wax and marble, Cros had heated granulated
colored glass in imitation of what he believed to be an ancient Roman
technique.

His wall plaques, fountains and free-standing sculpture

were unique objects and Cros considered himself an artist rather than
an artisan.^

Albert Dammouse (1848-1926), Jules Brateau (1844-1923),

Georges Despret (1862-1952), Gabriel Argy-Rousseau (1885- 1953), and
Francois Emile Decorchemont (1880-1971) followed on the heels of Cros
in molding the glass paste and then firing it in small ceramic kilns
in their studios.

The earliest works were extremely thin-walled vases

and bowls decorated with themes from nature.

In the 1920s and 1930s

the delicate vessels were succeeded by heavier examples which now
included free-standing statuettes.

2

Until recently little has been

1. Edouard Benedictus, "The Cros Family," The Art Journal,
London Vol. 62 (1900), pp. 154-155.
2. A. T. Gilbert. "La Pate de Verre Georges Despret, Francois
Decorchemont", L'Art Decoratif, No. Ill (December, 1907), pp. 214-216.
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known about these artists who seem to have been the first to chose
glass as their medium and to form it themselves in private studios.
The intricate challenges of molten glass forming continued to
separate artist and craftsman until conquered by another Frenchman,
Maurice Marinot (1882-1960). A painter affiliated with the Fauve
group, and a participant in the 1913 Armory show, Marinot became
interested in 1911 in using the glass vessel as a format for his work.
He painted with glass enamels on the vessels blown to his specifica
tions in the M. M. Viard factory owned by friends in Bar-sur-Seine.
Within a few years Marinot became dissatisfied with merely decorating
the surface and was determined to sculpt the molten glass himself
(Figure 1).*
Around 1922 his friends again obliged by allowing him to
apprentice himself in the factory and to use the facilities at night
or at other times when the regular shifts were not at work.

Marinot's

revolutionary approach to glass was immediately apparent in his
unorthodox techniques.

He used unprecedented overall air bubble

entrapment, dense powdered glass and metal inclusions, and vigorous
free hand trailing of molten glass to decorate the massive shapes.
Acid carved the thick walls of later vessels with the simple bold
lines of the Art Deco style. Liberated from the necessity of
technical perfection and marketable commercialism, but possessing the

1.
Maurice Marinot, J'ai ete Peintre, Je suis deveau
Verrier, (n.d.), p. 1.
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Figure 1.

"Acid-etched Vase"

Maurice Marinot, France, circa 1934, blown and acid-etched, H. 17 em x
Diam. 9 em, Collection of The Corning Museum of Glass, (65.3.48).
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training of an artist, Marinot was freed to push and pull the pliable
material into sculptural vessels.
Like the "pate de verre" artists, Marinot had quite
deliberately singled-out glass as his medium, but he selected instead
the

challenging technique of blowing.

For the first time blown glass

was created, not from designs handed to a team of technicians who had
perfected their craft through years of practice, but rather by a
single person who executed his own ideas as art.

Like Cros, Marinot

considered his work sculpture with no utilitarian function, and he was
angered when his style was quickly imitated by mass-produced goods.*
After the closing of the Viard factory in 1937 Marinot was forced to
end his work in glass.
with limited success.

A handful of other French artists carried on
Among them, Andre Thuret and (1898-1965) Henri

Navarre (1885-1971) continued Marinot's style of massive blown vessels
with internal decoration.

Navarre's greatest contribution lay in the

figural sculpture he tooled and cast from molten glass.
From the 1920s through the early 1950s another pioneer, Jean
Sala (1895-1976), was also blowing glass.

Sala, the son of a Spanish

gaffer, learned his father's craft and settled in Paris where he
maintained a private hot glass facility not far from his antiques shop
on the Rue Bonaparte.

In the small furnace, which he stoked with a

1. Maurice Marinot, "Detail sur le Modelage a Chaud", Tounage
du Film, Parution du Film. (1933, 1934), pp. 1-3.
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hand bellows, Sala melted cullet (glass fragments) and blew glass
unassisted.^

Many of his small vessels and a variety of glass animals

were produced in a bubbly, porous glass called "malfin" because of its
visual similarity to the decayed surfaces of ancient glass (Figure 2).
Sala's studio, probably the first for blowing glass built by and for
the use of an individual, remained in operation until failing eyesight
forced him to close it around 1952 leaving no known studio glass
blowing operation for the next ten years.

1. Thomas S. Buechner, Personal Interview, Corning, New York,
January 15, 1987.
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Figure 2.

"Malfin Bowl"

Jean Sala, France, circa 1930-1940, blown with hot applications, H. 7.9
em x Diam. 10.4 em, Collection of The Corning Museum of Glass,
(75.3.15).

CHAPTER 2

THE 1950S: TECHNICAL INNOVATION FOR
THE ARTIST AND CRAFTSMAN

Through the thirties and forties the industrial traditions
established by Hald and Gate flourished in Europe and were well
documented in the Milan Triennales.

These enormous exhibitions

featured the most important examples of international design from
1933 until 1968.

By the 1950s the influence of the artist/designer

was widespread and well established.

Artists in the Industrial Environment
Glass companies benefited from the early introduction of
artists in the factory by the addition of their technical skills, as
well as from the accompanying presence of contemporary art, which was
a continuing influence on style.

Glass of the post-World War II era

reflected current trends in painting and sculpture as designers
re-interpreted the organic forms and automatism of the surrealists and
abstract expressionists.

A fresh, non-traditional approach to

materials, led to such experiments as the blowing of glass into molds
made from blocks of charred wood, thereby leaving an irregular and
spontaneously formed surface.
Young designers such as the Finns, Tapio Wirkkala (1915-1985)
and Timo Sarpaneva (1926-) at Karhula-Iittala shaped thick colorless
glass into abstracted natural forms in the same way that Henry Moore
12
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and Barbara Hepworth in England were distilling the essence of the
figure in their sculpture.

Sweden's Erik Hoglund (1932-), at Boda

Glass Works, carved out a new direction for Scandinavian glass in
close association with the blowing teams.

His loose, free anthro

pomorphic style executed in heavy glass and decorated with fantastic
engraved scenes was in sharp contrast to the controlled refinement of
most Scandinavian design.^
In Italy the great, but declining heritage of Venetian
glassmaking had been revolutionized in 1921 when the designer Vittorio
Zecchin (1878-1947) became artistic director of the new Vetri Soffiati
Muranesi Cappellin-Venini and Compania founded by lawyer Paulo Venini
2
(1895-1959) and businessman Giacomo Cappellin (1887-).

From that

time forward, Italian factories often employed designers, usually
trained as architects.

Concurrently the factories on the island of

Murano never abandoned the nineteenth century idea of the craftsman as
designer.

As a result, some of the most innovative glass of the

mid-century came from the hands of "maestro" technicians such as
Alfredo Barbini (1912—) and Archimede Seguso (1939-).
For many years the small size and relative flexibility of the
Italian factories had placed them among the few facilities where a
free-lance artist in glass could execute work.

Venini was especially

1. The Corning Museum of Glass, Glass 1959 (Corning, New
York, 1959), pp. 268-270, 117-125.
2. Rosa Barovier Mentasti, "Retrospective Survey 1930-1948,"
in Vetri Murano Oggi, (Milan, 1981), p. 144.

adventurous and opened his doors to a variety of outsiders in the
1960s and 1970s including studio glass artists.
Shortly before 1954 art dealer Egidio Costantini conceived of
the idea of commissioning leading painters and sculptors to design in
glass.

His Centro Studio Pittori nell'Arte del Vetro d'Arte de Murano

was dubbed by Jean Cocteau "La Fucina degli Angeli" (The Forge of the
Angels).

The actual degree of involvement with the glass varied from

artist to artist.

Some would send their drawings or models to

Costantini who would then have them executed in various factories
according to his own interpretation.

Others traveled to Murano and

collaborated with the Italian craftsmen on production.^

A minimum of

three examples of each design were produced: one for the artist, one
for Costantini, and one for art patroness, Peggy Guggenheim.

Dozens

of artists, including Mark Tobey, Pablo Picasso, Max Ernst, Alexander
Calder, Oscar Kokoschka, Hans Arp, Dorthea Tanning, Joan Miro, Alberto
Giacometti, and Gino Severini produced glass under Costantini's
auspices.
In the late 1950s, during his summer breaks from teaching
responsibilities at the University of Miami, American Robert Willson
(1912-) had begun collaborating with Alfredo Barbini.^'

Together the

artist and craftsman produced glass sculpture with Willson directing
and often taking a hand in the manipulation of the glass.

1. Centro Studio Pittori nell 'Arte del Vetro, I mostra
Internazionale del Vetro D'arte di Murano (Rome, 1954), pp. 8-9.
2. Ca'Pesaro Museum of Modern Art, Venice, Italy, Robert
Willson A Story in Glass (San Antonio, 1984), pp. 158-163.
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In Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R. a system of technical
schools prepared art students in glass design ranging from household
glass to large-scale architectural commissions.

Starting around 1945

the Czechoslovakian glass industry was consolidated and nationalized,
and two years later a design center was established at the Zelezny
Brod Glassworks and then at Borske Sklo in Novy Bor to pursue the
development of sculpture casting.

There sculpture was executed by

factory workers, under the supervision of the artist, using full-scale
models and molds.

Most sculpture was made in the design centers and

technical schools; however, artists could also do small castings in
their own studios.^
Due to the devastating effects of the two world wars and the
political situation of the following years, almost nothing was known
in the west of Czechoslovakian glass sculpture until the 1957 Milan
Triennale.

In 1958 at the World's Fair in Brussels, Stanislav

Libensky (1921—) and Jaroslava (Zahradnikova) Brychtova (1924—)
displayed a series of concrete and glass partitions called "Zoomorphic
Stones" in the Czechoslovakian national pavilion. Libensky was
trained in painting and at the time was headmaster of the secondary
school of glass making at Zelezny Brod.

His wife Brychtova was a

sculptor, the daughter of Jaroslav Brychta (1895-1971), a glass
designer celebrated for his fantastic lampwork and innovations of the

1. Robert Kehlmann, "A Talk with Stanislav Libensky," Glass
Art Society Journal (1981), p. 28.
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1940s in the casting of glass sculpture.^

The architectural

installations attracted immediate interest and were astonishing in
their scale, technical proficiency, and sculptural merit.
That same year the pair executed "Free Form with Face" in
engraved cast glass (Figure 3).

Through internal modeling, the

striking influences of Amedeo Modigliani and early Cubist painting
were translated into glass.

The viewer was forced to look inside the

elongated head where features float.

The play of the eye between the

smooth reflecting exterior surface and the trapped internal light
also created a visual effect which easily lent itself to metaphorical
interpretation.

Clearly the Czechoslovakians were far in advance of

the rest of the world in the use of molten glass as a sculptural
material.
In northern Europe artistic involvement with glass as a craft
was limited almost exclusively to the cold-working techniques of
cutting, engraving, sandblasting, etching, and painting.

The modern

interpretation of engraving in high relief was headed by Wilhelm von
Eiff (1890-1943) who founded the Art Handcraft School in Stuttgart.
Students Hanns Model (1908-1983), Nora Ortlieb (1904-1984), and
Marianne Schoder pushed the ancient technique into a completely new
era by modeling, rather than decorating, the glass with their deep
cuts.

1. Arsen Pohribny, "The Glassmakers of Zelezny Brod,"
Czechoslovak Glass Review Vol. 17, No. 7 (1962), p. 152.
2.

Ada Polak, Modern Glass, (London, 1962), pp. 73-74.
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Figure 3.

"Free Form with Face"

Stanislav Libensky and Jaroslava (Zahradnfkova) Brychtova,
Czechoslovakia, circa 1958, cast with internal modeling, approximate
dimensions H. 35.5 x Diam. 16.5 em, Collection of The Corning Museum
of Glass, (62.3.132).
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Another school of carvers and engravers was led in the United
Kingdom by Helen Monro Turner (1901-1977) who also studied under von
Eiff.

Turner had founded the Department of Glass Design at the

Edinburgh College of Art in 1940.

With New Zealand born John Hutton

(1906-1978), she helped introduce of large-scale engraved and
sandblasted glass into British architecture.^"
In 1956 she banded together with her graduate students:

Val

Rossi (1934-), John Lawrie (1929-), and Ronald Renton (1931—) to form
the Juniper Workshop.

Their approach was quite distinct from

continental relief engraving.

The forms designed, cut, and sand

blasted by the Juniper Workshop were not based solely on the vessel
but were closely linked to the sculpture of Henry Moore and Barbara
Hepworth.
Outside of the school system, engraver Lawrence Whistler
(1921—), in 1935 revived the laborious sixteenth-century Dutch
technique of diamond point engraving.

2

His images were comprised of

thousands of marks stippled on colorless blanks blown to his
specifications.

Rather than working on pieces of flat glass, he made

the vessel an integral part of his design.

A pattern, showing through

on one wall, was optically incorporated with the design on the
opposite side.

1. Geoffrey Beard, International Modern Glass, (London,
1976), p. 238.
2.
Lawrence Whistler, The Image on the Glass, (Westerham,
1975), p. 14.
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By the twentieth century, glassmaking had possibly a two
thousand year tradition in Japan.

Designers worked in the large

factories of the 1950s, but the close collaboration between artist and
craftsman thrived in small enterprises, such as the Iwata and Awashima
companies, similar in scale and operation to the Italian shops.

1

Founders of both companies, Toshichi Iwata (1893-1980) and Masakichi
Awashima (1914-1979), were trained in the fine arts and acted as chief
designers for their firms.
Engraver Kozo Kagami (1896-1985) trained in Europe under von
Eiff in 1928.

Kagami's combination of the European style with the

graphic qualities of Japanese art constituted one of the most suecessful uses of engraving of twentieth century art.

Also influenced

by Europe was Sotoichi Koshiba who introduced the technique of "pate
de verre" into Japan.

Although Koshibas's work was not well known to

his contemporaries, it would be referred back to in the 1980s during
the "pate de verre" revival in that country.

2

In the United States the Englishman Frederick Carder (18631963), who founded the Steuben Glass Works in 1903 in Corning, New
York, and had been a dominant force in American glass since that time.
Not only was he one of the greatest innovators in the development of
glass color and compositions, he was a sculptor and skilled glass

1. Itoko Iwata, "Art Glass in Japan," The Glass Art Society
Journal (1982-83), pp. 37-39.
2. Dr. Jurgen Schou-Christensen, "Japanische Glaskunst,"
Neues Glas (January, 1984), pp. 2-3.

carver.

He also designed almost every piece of the colored Steuben

glass from 1904 until 1933.
In the 1940s and 1950s, working with a kiln in his office/
studio, Carder devoted his energy to developing various glass molding
techniques for his original sculpture. His most outstanding achieve
ment was the cast reproduction of the ancient Roman carved "diatreta"
vessels or "cage cups.""''

The execution of these forms, with their

surrounding raised envelope of openwork, was a remarkable technical
achievement.

Independent American Artists
The post-World War II period was a time of revitalization for
the handicrafts, especially in the United States.

During the war the

armed services had offered vocational arts and crafts programs.

Later

the opportunities for higher education offered by the GI Bill of
Rights included the option of craft training within the university
setting.

This led to a greater demand for specialized classes and

sparked a period of growth in university and college art departments.
A renewed interest in technique and materials was leading artists to
seek out international folk arts and traditional crafts.

Included in

that period of exploration was a search for new materials.

It is not

surprising that in this decade the motivation to work in hot glass
would be rekindled simultaneously from a variety of sources.

1. Paul Gardner, The Glass of Frederick Carder, (New York,
1971), pp. 132-133.
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One of the earliest occasions where glass for the artist/
craftsman was publicly discussed was at the First National Conference
of Craftsmen of the American Crafts Council meeting at the Asilomar
Conference Center, Pacific Grove, California, in June of 1957.

Three

American craftsmen working with hot glass were on the program.
American artist Edris Eckhardt gave a presentation entitled "Glass—
Techniques of the Past."

Michael Higgins who worked with his wife

Frances in a Chicago business producing kiln-formed tableware
discussed "How I Became a Designer of Glass", and a panel discussion
on business practices followed including the two speakers and third
artist Maurice Heaton.*
These artists and a few others were the leaders in American
studio glass.

Their work involved a number of variations on heating

and fusing crushed or flat glass in kilns. Outside of the glass
casting activities taking place in Czechoslovakia (generally unknown
in the west), some lampworking in Germany, and "pate de verre" in
France and Japan, there were no known equivalents.
Edris Eckhardt (1910-), a ceramist, teacher, and self-taught
glass sculptor, began her work in glass in 1953 while looking for ways
to duplicate Roman "gold glass."
leaf

For this effect an image in gold

was sandwiched between layers of transparent glass to be fused

together.

1. American Craftsmen's Council, "Design—Its Importance and
Its Relation to Techniques," Proceedings of the First National
Conference of Craftsmen, (June, 1957), pp. 75-76, 121-124, 144-145.
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Finding no publications written for the layman on glass forming,
Eckhardt drew upon her ceramic training in enamels and glazes.
She began experiments starting with commercial sheet glass,
then invented her own glass formulas to be melted in a converted
electric ceramic kiln.

In a fascinating account of her work,

delivered at the Fourth National Conference of the American
Craftsmen's Council in 1961, she outlined her home experiments and
stated that she made her own glass from from "three basic formulas
using raw materials; sands, oxides, etc., and finally evolved my own
glass cullet or sheet.11 *

If this was indeed the case, Eckhardt was

perhaps the first studio glass artist to formulate her own batch
mixture rather than simply melting scrap or cullet.

She went on to

describe how she colored the glass with oxides, then used wet rolling
pins to flatten the crude sheets of glass on a marble slab.

These

sheets would be covered with gold or silver leaf, engraved or drawn
upon with underglazes and glass enamels, fired, annealed, then
sandwiched with other layers and fused together.
From the flat pictorial approach of the "gold glass" she
turned to working glass sculpturally.

Using the "cire perdue"

technique the original sculpture was modeled in wax which was then
surrounded by a ceramic investment mold and melted out.

The resulting

cavity was filled with either molten glass or glass cullet which would
be heated, fused, annealed, then broken free of the mold.

Eckhardt's

1. American Craftsmen's Council, Research in the Crafts,
(August, 1961), pp. 31-33.
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small free-standing "Archangel," was the only attempt by an American
artist to produce glass sculpture in a hot state included in The
Corning Museum of Glass exhibition, "Glass 1959."^
Swiss born Maurice Heaton (1900-), son of a stained glass
maker, began to learn that craft from his father in 1923.

In 1928 he

abandoned stained glass to design Bauhaus-inspired lighting fixtures,
murals, screens and tableware.

By 1959 Heaton had become a master at

kiln-forming plate and bowl forms subtly decorated with detailed
linear patterns.

2

Colored crushed enamels were sprinkled onto sheets

of flat glass, then heated and fused to the surface.

During the final

stage of the same kiln firing the temperature was raised to a point
where the entire piece would soften and "slump" into or over a mold
forming the vessel.
In the midwest, Frances (1912—) and Michael Higgins (1908-)
also used the fusing, slumping, and enameling techniques as the
foundation of their own work.

Aside from their prolific commercial

plates and bowls, they each produced unique objects.

Michael

ingeniously constructed hinged boxes with connecting joints of copper
wire screen and folded metal bands fused into the glass.

Equally

sensitive and innovative were the vessels made bj' Frances such as her
tall vase of 1958-1959 (Figure 4). The large granules of crushed
colorless glass were heated just to the point of fusing while still

1.

The Corning Museum of Glass, Glass 1959, p. 306.

2. Ray Grover and Lee Grover, Contemporary Art Glass (New
York, 1975), pp. 20.
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Figure 4.

"Fused Vase"

Frances Steward Higgins, United States, 1958-1959, Fused and enameled,
H. 23.5 em x Diam. 16.6 em, Collection of The Corning Museum of Glass,
(86.4.8).
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retaining the form of each granule of glass giving the appearance of
fractured ice.

By leaving the edge irregular and the upper half

intermittently punctured, she heightened the effect of a melting
frozen form. To counteract its randomness the body was given a dense
regularity.

The decoration of two delicately hatched lines of gold

enamel laying on each side halted any illusionism and created an
optical dialogue between the surface and the three-dimensional ground.
A number of other artists, usually ceramists, were using their
kilns and their basic knowledge of firing clays and glazes, to fuse
glass.

Priscilla Manning Porter (1917—), Kay Kinney (1904-), and Earl

McCutchen (1918-1985) also made fused utilitarian forms, although not
of the caliber of Maurice Heaton and Frances and Michael Higgins.

An

article published by McCutchen in 1955 demonstrated the limited
resources and primitive state of prevailing technique in its sugges
tion to obtain glass from the junk yard or salvage scraps from a
mirror shop.^
In New York City David Michael Harriton had operated a company
since 1928 which enameled, fused, and sandblasted flat glass for
interior decoration.

In the late fifties the firm exhibited an

2
unusual small piece of glass sculpture designed by Anthony D'Attilio.

1. Earl McCutchen, "Glass Molding: Experimenting on a Low
Budget," Craft Horizons Vol. XV, No. 3 (May/June, 1955), pp. 38-39.
2.

The Corning Museum of Glass, Glass 1959, p. 313.
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It consisted of a group of small blocks of laminated glass blocks in a
manner that showed the influence of Cubist constructions and the
sculpture of David Smith.
Scientific glass blowing, called lampworking or flameworking,
had maintained a tradition since the seventeenth century in Europe.
During the time between Jean Sala's retirement and the revival of
studio glass blowing, independent artists could blow only tiny objects
"over the lamp."

In this technique thin rods or tubes of glass are

heated over a flame until soft then blown and manipulated into shapes.
The Thuringian forrest of Bavaria harbored many home workshops
where craftsmen formed Christmas ornaments, decorative novelties, and
toys in the traditional technique.

A few, such as Albin Schaedel

(1905-), began in the 1950s to create extremely thin-walled blown
vessels of considerable size with increasingly intricate linear
decoration.
John Burton (1894-1985), born in England and working in the
United States, was a metallurgist and a self-trained lampworker.
Uninterested in the process merely as a laboratory or production
technique, Burton free-formed unusual tiny bottles, bowls and
sculpture. These idioscycratic fantasies related to his own
philosophy regarding creativity and the spirituality of glass.

In

his writings he emphasized the importance of the physical act of
making art in observations very similar to Marinot's.^

1. John Burton, "The Creator in Every Man," in Hand-Wrought
Glass by John Burton, 1972 (Privately published pamphlet).

"Glass 1959"
In 1951 The Corning Museum of Glass was founded with funding
from the Corning Glass Works.

The company had been collecting

important historical objects for a number of years and was determined
to build an encyclopedic collection devoted to the art, history and
science of glass.

In its first few years the museum mounted several

exhibitions devoted to contemporary glass but by far the most
important was the international survey "Glass 1959."
The architectural glass seen in the Czechoslovakian pavilion
at the 1958 Brussels exposition had come as a revelation and
reinforced the museum's need to "take stock" of contemporary
developments in the form of an international survey exhibition.
Adopting an unusual approach, the museum did not seek a selecting
panel of jurors who were glass experts. Instead, recognized
authorities on design and connoisseurship were to be the arbiters
setting a precedent for future evaluation of glass.

Leslie Cheek,

director of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Edgar Kaufmann,Jr.,
architectural historian and critic, Russell Lynes, an editor of
Harper's Magazine, furniture designer George Nakashima, and Gio Ponti,
editor of the Italian design publication, Domus, selected the 293
objects.^
The majority of the twenty-two countries included in the
exhibition showed artist-designed functional vessels produced in

1.

The Corning Museum of Glass, Glass 1959, p. 26.

commercial factories. Of all the pieces only twenty were designed and
completely made by individual artists and these were executed in cold
decorating techniques, kiln-forming or lampworking.

The most spirited

work came from Czechoslovakia and Italy where the use of brilliant
color and a new inspired approach to traditional skills of enameling,
engraving, blowing and casting appeared in sharp contrast to the
simple, modern aesthetic of Northern Europe and Scandinavia.
One of the few intriguing example of free-blown glass was a
figural vase whose expressiveness recalled the spirit of Marinot and
reflected a sensitivity to its contemporaries in painting and
sculpture.

It was submitted by Lucrecia Moyano de Muniz, Buenos

Aires, artistic director of Cristalerias Rigolleau S.A. and was
identified as designed and "fashioned" by Mrs. Muniz.

Although this

piece represented something very different and prefigured studio
glass, it aroused little interest at the time outside of Gio Ponti's
wish to "steal the barbaric vase by Mrs. Muniz!"^
In the aftermath of "Glass 1959" Paul Perrot, director of The
Corning Museum of Glass, assessed the state of contemporary glass by
observing that in 1960 there were rising numbers of the artistcraftsman of kiln-formed glass in the United States, while in Europe,
outside of cutters, engravers, and enamelers, there were few indepen2
dent artists using the material.

1.

At this time neither Perrot nor

Ibid•, p. 24.

2. Paul Perrot, "New Directions in Glassmaking," Craft
Horizons Vol. XX, No. 6 (November/December, 1960), p. 23.

anyone in the U.S. was aware of the work of Erwin Eisch in Germany and
apparently the work of Mrs. Muniz seemed too obscure to pursue.

In

his article "New Directions in Glassmaking," which was part of a
special issue of Craft Horizons magazine, Perrot asked to hear from
craftsmen working in the medium in an attempt to unearth previously
unknown experiments.
Within the glass industry it was still generally believed by
that glass could not be adequately melted and worked in batches
smaller than those used in the factory.

Also strongly held was the

belief that glass could not be blown by less than the traditional
six-man blowing team of the pre-industrial revolution shop.
Steuben designer Sidney Waugh summarized the attitude towards
the possibilities of glassblowing by the individual in his book The
Making of Fine Glass, "It must be emphasized that glass blowing as
described on these pages is not within the scope of the amateur or
even the most talented artist or craftsman working alone.

1.
p. 19.

Sidney Waugh, The Making of Fine Glass (New York, 1947),

CHAPTER 3

THE 1960S: STUDIO GLASSBLOWING
AS A TECHNIQUE FOR ARTISTS

Looking back, it is possible to trace the involvement of the
artist with glass from the first half of the twentieth century through
the 1950s even though at times the line of continuity was a mere
thread.

Heading into the middle of the century, virtually all artists

working alone in glass were fusing it in kilns or using coldtechniques applied to "blanks" blown or cast in the factory.

Sala had

indeed blown in his studio; however, he was extremely unusual, quite
isolated, and at the time, the impact of his work was minimal.
Although industry was holding firm in its contempt for
"amateur" glassblowing, the notion was circulating simultaneously
among a number of artists.

One in particular, Harvey Littleton,

professor of ceramics at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, was the
most determined to explore the possibilities of the artist and blown
glass.
Littleton was the son of the director of research for Corning
Glass Works, and had been raised in the glassmaking town of Corning,
New York.

His background supplied a familiarity with the material and

an access to the laboratories and factories of Corning.

Upon leaving

that community for college he studied physics, sculpture, and
industrial design all the while maintaining a continued fascination
30

with glass.*

In 1947 he made a proposal, later rejected, to the

Corning Glass Works to open an experimental studio for the development
2
of ideas within the company which would be open to all departments.

From 1949-1951 Littleton worked as a ceramics instructor at
the Toledo Museum of Art School of Design and at that time met two
figures who would later figure prominently in the emergence of glass
into the studio.

The first was Dominick Labino, vice-president and

director of research at Johns-Manville Fiber Glass, who took night
classes at the museum in enameling.

Second was Otto Wittmann,

director of the Toledo Museum of Art which was the repository of one
of the finest collections of glass in the United States.
Glass was still an unrealized possibility in 1951 when
Littleton earned his M.F.A. in ceramics from the Cranbrook Academy of
Art and accepted a teaching position at the University of Wisconsin.
In 1957 he had listened to the panelists on glass at the first
Conference of American Craftsmen and decided to spend part of that
year and the next making an extended research trip to Europe.

He

planned to visit factories and trade schools in an attempt to gain an
overview of European glass education which had an established formal
3
system of training for industrial designers.

1. Harvey Littleton, Glassblowing:
York, 1971), p. 8.

A Search for Form (New

2. Harvey K. Littleton, Personal Interview, Spruce Pine,
North Carolina, September 30, 1986.
3.
p.21.

"Littleton Remembers...," Glass Art Vol. IV, No. 1 (1976),
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Stopping in Corning before his departure, Littleton consulted
with museum director Paul Perrot who shared his concern about the
increasing mechanization of glass factories and the potential loss of
the craft of glass blowing.

Perrot had been utilizing the resources

of the Corning Glass Works to develop plans for a small melting
furnace which would be practical for the small studio.^

He encouraged

Littleton and asked him to report to him on the Muranese glass
factories as part of preparations for the exhibition "Glass 1959."
During the same visit Littleton also called upon Steuben Glass
president Arthur A. Houghton, Jr. and asked if he knew of any
individuals working glass on their own.

Houghton mentioned Jean Sala,

the Spanish antiquities importer in Paris, whom Corning Museum of
Glass founding director Thomas S. Buechner had seen blow glass in his
2

studio around 1952.

Littleton made a point of looking up Sala; however, was not
able to see him work for he had closed his studio and stopped blowing
glass in the early 1950s.

Sala was helpful and showed Littleton

photographs of his small furnace and his tools.

It was not until

later in the trip when Littleton visited some small glass factories in
Naples, then spent two and a half months observing glassblowing

1.

Paul Perrot to Harvey Littleton, Letter, September 9,

2.

Thomas S. Buechner, Interview, January 15, 1987.

1959.
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techniques in the factories of Murano, Italy, that Littleton became
convinced that it was possible to set up a one-person studio.^
Upon his return to his farm in Madison during the summer of
1958 Littleton attempted to melt glass in a ceramic kiln, made some
rough blowing experiments, and sought financial assistance for his
research.

2

In a letter the following summer he wrote to Michael

Higgins that his purpose in these experiments had been:
to show that the individual craftsman working alone could
melt decent glass and handle the technical aspects of blowing
and annealing it without being born in the industry and
without going through an arduous apprenticeship. On the
basis of the five melts (two soda-limes and three lead
compositions) and of course, the ^bubbles" that I was able to
blow, I believe that is possible.
Littleton reported his experiences to the Third National
Conference of the American Craftsmen's Council at Lake George, New
York, 1959 and exhibited some lumps of glass he had made and altered
in the cold state.

Although eleven types of glass working were

discussed in a panel moderated by Littleton, participant Paul Perrot
echoed Littleton's belief when he stated "No contemporary material can
challenge the creative skill and ingenuity of the whole man as an
artist-craftsman more than glass.

For the individual craftsman, it

can be called a "new material" offering limitless possibilities of

1.

Harvey Littleton, Interview, September 30, 1986.

2. Harvey Littleton, A Project for Research: Glassworking
for the Artist-Craftsman, October, 1958. (Unpublished manuscript
submitted to the Research Committee, University of Wisconsin,
Madison).
3. Harvey Littleton to Michael Higgins, Letter, May 11, 1959.
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experimentation and creation."^

The panel concluded that at that time

there were no more than a half a dozen American artists working with
the medium in areas other than stained glass.
Determined to concentrate on glass study, Littleton in 1960
asked to be relieved of his teaching duties for two months in order to
"show that the craftsman could melt glass which would be fairly
acceptable when looked at from the stand point of industrial produc
tion "and to explore physically and emotionally the melting process
2

through all of its stages."

This second half of his stated motivation illustrated the
importance Littleton placed on the work being designed and made by the
same person.

This philosophy also summarized the attitude of his

fellow American glass craftsmen. Although they were not aware of it,
they echoed Marinot's sentiments of thirty years earlier in the belief
that an artist's concept of personal aesthetics was inseparable from
the physical making of the art object.
That year Littleton proceeded to improvise a 13 x 15" fire
brick kiln heated by a propane blowtorch enabling it to reach the
higher temperatures necessary to completely melt the glass batch
recipe.

The kiln held one of Littleton's thick wheel-thrown stoneware

bowls for containing the glass.

To economize on fuel, on top of the

1. American Craftsmen's Council, The Craftsman's World (New
York, 1959), p. 176.
2.

Harvey Littleton, A Project for Research, p. 2.
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furnace he built a small annealing chamber from Jean Sala's design.
After firing the furnace he made further simple blowing experiments.
At the Fourth National Conference of the American Craftsmen's
Council held in 1961 at the University of Washington, Seattle,
Littleton participated in a panel chaired by Kenneth Wilson, curator
at The Corning Museum of Glass, to discuss the future possibilities of
glass.

In his introduction to the panel Paul Perrot reported on the

1959 panel and recollected the previous years of work and discussion
in preparation for the future of glass art which he saw as glass
blowing:
For years we have been hearing that glass would become one
of the basic materials available to contemporary craftsmen.
Indications can now be seen on many sides that this prediction
has come true. That such a development has occurred is due
to the tireless efforts of a few craftsmen who, not to be dis
couraged by the prediction of "specialists", have boldly
explored and experimented with the material and its proper
ties. Obviously, the surface has only been dented and the
true potential of this fascinating material will only bursty
forth with the entry of many more craftsmen into the field.
The panel represented a cross-section of the interests which
had been at play since the first 1957 conference with the difference
of the introduction of blowing within the range of possible techniques
as more than just a dream. The vanguard of kiln-formed glass and
lampworking, Michael Higgins, Edris Eckhardt, and John Burton again
expressed their philosophies and discussed their own work.

Stained

glass artist Russell Day explained the relatively new technique of

1. American Crafsmen's Council, Research in the Crafts (New
York, 1961), p. 29.
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setting glass within concrete called "dalle de verre" (slab of glass)
for architectural installations.

As part of an effort to provide

sorely needed practical information, Dr. Frederic Schuler, scientist
for Corning Glass Works, spoke on the properties of glass and the
methods for a suitable technical approach for the craftsman.
Littleton reviewed his latest experiments and again explained that
although he had done only a few experiments in the area, they were
sufficient to convince him that it was possible for the craftsman to
undertake the technique working entirely alone.

He showed some of the

"paperweights or sculptures" made of glass he had melted, ground and
polished and also some blown bubbles.

He was subsequently challenged

by the rest of the panel to prove his convictions.

The Toledo Workshops
Taking that challenge, Littleton then began actively looking
for the ideal situation to set up a glassblowing and teaching
operation.

Otto Wittmann, continuing director of the Toledo Museum of

Art, had maintained contact with Littleton since his teaching days in
Toledo and was aware of his interest in glass.

Wittmann asked Little

ton to consider the resources of the museum and the city of Toledo in
his search for a site for his glass experiments.^

They agreed to hold

a glassblowing workshop from March 23 to April 1, 1962, on the grounds
of the museum.

1.
17, 1986.

Toledo Museum School of Design ceramics instructor

Otto Wittman, Telephone Interview, Toledo, Ohio, September

Norman Schulman was assigned to help in the organization of the week's
program

and a prospectus was circulated to potential participants,

largely university ceramics faculty.
Offered within the seminar was to be instruction xn kiln
construction, glass composition, glass melting, casting, lampworking,
and finishing techniques.

Presentations on the glass collection would

be given by the museum staff and a tour made of a local industrial
glass plant.

Afternoons were to be devoted to glassblowing.*

Seven

students signed up with a handful of others joining in unofficially.
Participants ranged from beginning ceramists to university faculty.

2

Frances and Michael Higgins were also interested in the event and were
present the last few days.
Littleton's old acquaintance, Dominick Labino, was consulted
for technical advice and also donated steel and a burner for the

3
furnace as well as raw ingredients for the glass batch recipe.

The

furnace bricks Littleton had brought from Wisconsin were re-assembled
in a shed previously used for storage by the museum's gardeners.

1.

Otto Wittmann, Prospectus Letter, January, 1962.

2. Instructors: Harvey Littleton, Norman Schulman, ceramics
instructor, Toledo Museum of Art Design School, Toledo Museum of Art
staff; Rudy Riefstahl, Millard Rogers, William Hutton, and Charles
Gunther. Students: Karl Martz, University of Indiana, John
Stephenson, University of Michigan, Clayton Bailey, University of
Wisconsin, Tom McGlauchlin, Cornell College, Iowa, Dora Reynolds,
University of Wisconsin, Edith Franklin, Toledo Museum of Art Design
School, William Pitney, Wayne State University.
3. Charles F. Gunther, The Development of Glass Craftsmanship
at the Toledo Museum of Art, May 12, 1969. (Unpublished internal
memorandum.)
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Largely due to the inexperience of the participants, the first batch
of glass would not melt into a workable consistency and the stoneware
container broke apart.

Again Labino was consulted and he suggested

that they rid the furnace of the failed mixture and melt directly into
the relined tank.

For the sake of efficiency he also had them move

the burner from the top to the front and side of the furnace.

Instead

of wasting precious experimental time on perfecting formulas he
provided some of his #475 glass marbles used for making fiber glass at
the Johns-Manville Fiber Glass company.

Labino's formula for the

marbles allowed for a low melting temperature, durability, reliabil
ity, and provided a consistency suitable for blowing.^
Once these basic, but critical, needs had been met the
students were introduced to handling molten glass for the first time.
The wonder of the new medium generated a great number of experimental
bubbles and solid forms which were crudely annealed in a vermiculitefilled can.
At this early time none of the participants, including
Littleton, were skilled in the craft of glass blowing.

Fortuitously,

a retired blower from the Libbey Division of Owens-Illinois, Toledo,
was curious about the activities at the museum and visited the
session.

His name was Harvey Leafgreen and he was persuaded to

demonstrate blowing technique to the students.

When combined with

Littleton's energy and vision, the resources of industry in the form

1. Dominick Labino, Personal Interview, Grand Rapids, Ohio,
September 23, 1985.
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of Labino's and Leafgreen's expertise enabled the first workshop to
make unexpected progress.
The success of the March session insured the future of artists
and glass and encouraged Wittmann and Littleton to hold a second, June
18 through 30 of the same year, funded with grants from George Jensen,
Inc. and the University of Wisconsin Research committee.

This two

week workshop had a much more ambitious program than the first,
including more lectures on the history of glass, a visit to Dominick
Labino's laboratory/studio, and instruction on furnace and annealing
oven technology by Larry Gagan of Johns-Manville Fiber Glass.
Demonstrations on blowing were presented by Harvey Leafgreen.
Carlson of Detroit did the same for lampworking.

Nils

Students explored

graphite and wood mold making, investment casting, grinding and
polishing, and color staining.

Instruction on glass composition and

melting points were also part of the study.*

Experience in glass-

blowing was the main objective and the set task for each student was
to copy a simple object contained in the museum's glass collection.
Three hours of college credit through the University of Toledo were

1. The Toledo Museum of Art, Program for Two-Week SeminarWorkshop on Glass, June, 1962. (Unpublished memorandum.)
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offered to registered students.^

Although Dominick Labino was not a

formal member of the faculty he was present each day.
Results of the second seminar were published in the Glass
Workshop Report.

This mimeographed document contained an outline

of the activities covered, statements from all participants, a section
of technical data including glass formulas and equipment resources, a
time-motion study on Leafgreen's blowing technique, annealing
information, plans for a day-tank furnace, a burner design for a pot
furnace, and a selected bibliography.

The Report also stated the

intended purpose of the workshop:
To introduce the basic material (glass), the molten metal,
to the artists and craftsmen—to design and test equipment
which they might construct for themselves—to investigate
techniques for the artist working alone—to look with this
knowledge at the glass of the past and present—to look at
education possibilities within the secondary, college and
university systems.
In the staff statements Littleton and Schulman expressed a
common concern that "the human qualities are being eliminated from the

1. Students: Octavio Medellin, sculptor, Dallas, Texas,
Howard Kottler, ceramist, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
Stanley A. Zielinski, Professor of Industrial Art, State University of
New York, Buffalo, John C. Karrasch, ceramist, teaching assistant,
Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, Robert Florian, art
instructor, Franklin Park School, Berwyn, Illinois, Erik Erikson,
stained glass designer, Roselle Park, New Jersey, Clayton Bailey,
ceramics instructor, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Diane Pennell,
Fine Arts graduate student, Ohio State University, Columbus, Rosemary
Gulassa, undergraduate fine arts student, Siena Heights College,
Michigan, Elaine Lukasik, Art Education undergraduate student, Eastern
Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan, June S. Wilson, ceramist,
Toledo, Ohio, Sister Jeannine, art student, Toledo, Ohio.
2. The Toledo Museum of Art, Glass Workshop Report - June
1962 (Toledo, 1962), p. 1.
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material" due to automatization and industrial priorities. They also
predicted a "death of the craft skills" unless the artist became
involved.^

The results of the two Toledo workshops encouraged a view

of the future of the glass craft from a more hopeful perspective and
generated a surge of interest.

Stylistic Influences, Developments, and Philosophies
The 1960s were years of discovery, exploration and experi
mentation.

Learning came almost entirely from trial and error.

To

build a furnace, mix and melt glass, color it, blow it, then anneal it
took a tremendous amount of perseverance and youthful enthusiasm. The
gap between the potential resources of industry and the eager, but
technically uneducated, university art student yawned widely.
Objects of the period reflected a playful attitude toward the
new material, testing what it could do.

In contrast to the technical

perfection of factory blown work, the earliest forms of studio glass
are what would be expected from a novice:

heavy, thick-walled vessels

and countless variations on the paperweight.

Investigations of color

were also of great interest at this time for chromatic variation could
only be obtained through correct chemical formulation.

Colored

glasses expand and contract at different rates and if not compatible
can cause the glass to fracture.

Until the late 1960s most glass

blown in American studios was produced from the #475 fiber glass
marbles, rather than being mixed from raw ingredients, and as such,

1.

Ibid., p. 5.
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displayed a characteristic green tint.

The lack of knowledge in the

chemical properties of glass restricted the available color palette
and types of glasses.
Stylistically the output of the sixties closely related to
contemporary ceramics (Figure 5).

This is not surprising as Harvey

Littleton was a potter, most of the other participants in the Toledo
workshops were working in clay, and many university glass departments
grew up out of existing ceramic programs.

In California Peter Voulkos

had already promoted the idea of the non-functional clay vessel as a
sculptural starting point, thus helping to make a similar leap
possible in glass.*

Glass artists sought the same dialogue between

object and artist found by potters within the Oriental aesthetic.
This concern promoted a fascination with the material itself and its
inherent physical properties.

Sculptural shapes were determined less

by a pre-determined study of form, than by letting the molten glass do
what it did naturally.

Bubbles were blown out until their fragility

forced them to collapse upon themselves, layers were built up solidly
with air pockets trapped inside to exploit optical effects, and
surfaces were decorated with freely trailed streams of molten glass.
From the first Toledo workshops two strong views regarding
priorities for artists had clashed:

that of the sculptor who, in a

search of form, was content to push glass in new directions rather
than mastering technique, and that of the craftsman, who strove to

1. Rose Slivka and Paul Soldner, "Peter Voulkos: A
Dialogue," Glass Art Society Newsletter (1978), pp. 69-70.
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Figure 5.

"Vase with Trailed Application"

Harvey K. Littleton, United States, 1965, Blown with trailed
application, H. 11.5 em x W. 11.5 em, Collection of the Corning
Museum of Glass, (66.4.47).
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create a perfectly executed functional object from the finest glass
possible.

Harvey Littleton and Erwin Eisch were strong proponents of

the first viewpoint.

Littleton invented the infamous phrase

"technique is cheap" in 1972 at the National Sculpture Conference in
Lawrence, Kansas to describe his position.

He later added that it was

the idea that was "expensive" and more of a challenge.*

This attitude

became and remained the philosophy of many initiates to the medium.
The opposite school of thought was embodied from 1962 until
his death in 1987 by Dominick Labino (1910-1987).

A glass scientist,

Labino had been building small furnaces since the 1940s while doing
research at Johns-Manville Fiber Glass.

Following the Toledo work

shops he began blowing his own glass and in 1965 retired from his
position in industry to devote himself to his inventions and
glassblowing.

In 1968 he published his book Visual Art in Glass, a

survey of the history of glass written for the layman with a chapter
devoted to "The Artist and Glass."

2

Labino was an early strong exponent of the need of artists to
understand the physical nature of their material.

In the rush to use

the novel substance Labino believed that the instant excitement of
making the object was mistakenly regarded as more important than a

1. Harvey Littleton, Presentation at the National Sculpture
Conference, Lawrence, Kansas, 1972.
2.
114-126.

Dominick Labino, Visual Art in Glass (Dubuque, 1968), pp.
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thorough understanding of its chemistry.*

Of all ihe early

participants in American studio glass, Dominick Labino had by far the
greatest technical resources at his command.

He was most fascinated

by the chemistry of color and worked systematically for years on the
development of glass color formulations.

As the sources for pre-mixed

glass batches and colorants began to disappear in the late 1970s and
as pieces made from poorly formulated glass compositions began to
deteriorate, artists looked to Labino for guidance.

The owner of over

sixty patents, he invented numerous devices to assist the artist and
increase fuel efficiency within the studio.
In 1966 and 1967 Labino offered three workshops at his studio
under the auspices of the Toledo Museum of Art School of Design.

In

addition to sponsoring classes the museum had also shown its continued
dedication to studio glass by opening an impressive new Glass Gallery
and a Glass Crafts Building in 1969.

A joint art degree-granting

program with the University of Toledo was offered under the direction
of glass instructor Fritz Dreisbach (1941—) of the Museum School of
2

Design.

1. Joan Falconer Byrd, "A Conversation with Dominick Labino,"
Dominick Labino Glass Retrospective, exhibition catalogue, Chelsea
Gallery, Western Carolina University, (Cullowhee, North Carolina,
1982), pp. 9-11.
2.
1986.

Charles Gunther, Interview, Toledo, Ohio, September 22,
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A European Counterpart
Using his fees from the workshops and additional support from
the University of Wisconsin Research Committee, Littleton spent from
August 11 to September 6 of 1962 making another trip to glass
education programs in northern Europe.

By chance, in the Glasshouse

Rimpler, Zwiesel, Littleton noticed some objects in the showroom
unlike anything he had ever seen.^
either function or tradition.

This work paid little heed to

Instead it was pushed, pulled, dripped

and trailed into shapes that froze the molten impression of the glass.
In Murano, Littleton had seen the technical feasibility of studio
glass and in Bavaria he now saw proof of its potential as a sculptural
medium.
Seeking out the designer of the unusual work he was directed
to Erwin Eisch (1927-) living in the small village of Frauenau.
Eisch, was born into a family of glass engravers and was so trained
himself; however, he had also attended the Academy of Fine Arts in
Munich where he studied industrial design, painting and sculpture.
Joining forces, he and his brothers founded in 1952 the Eisch factory
where Erwin worked as chief designer.

Although able to blow glass, he

was not interested in becoming a master of that technique.

Instead he

chose to work in the method of collaboration between designer and
blower.

Eisch personally cut, engraved, and enameled the final form

which he had designed.

1. Harvey Littleton, "Glass by Erwin Eisch," Craft Horizons
Vol. XXIII, No. 3 (May/June, 1963), pp. 15-17.
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In 1961, in Munich, he first showned his glass sculpture with
two artist friends as the RADAMA group, and then again the following
year with his wife Gretl in an all-glass exhibition at the Glass and
Porcelain House Tritschler in Stuttgart.
show "A rebellion against good form."

A local critic dubbed the

On the walls hung various

proclamations one of which read "Don't let yourself be lowered by a
thing's purpose or function".^
Eisch had been "swimming against" the prevailing glass design
current since the middle 1950s (Figure 6).

As in "Vase with Toad" of

1981, his organic, ornate work seemed especially unusual when viewed
against the still firmly entrenched background of taste in Germany;
the undecorated functionalism promoted by the Bauhaus school.

Rather

than taking advantage of the natural light transmitting qualities of
the material, Eisch covered it until it was unrecognizable as glass.
Instead of using it abstractly and exploiting optical effects, he
patterned the opaque surface with people, animals, fairy tales, and
personal inscriptions.
Although almost invariably using the format of the vessel as a
starting point, beauty and function were never his objectives.

Eisch

said "It is my endeavor to guide glass from the so-called 'circle of
good form,' and to release it again and to consider it as an element;
which might harbor a whole world of poetical possibilities."

2

1. Erwin Eisch, "25 Years of the Studio Glass Movement
('Small is Beautiful')," 10th Anniversary of the Frauenau Glass
Museum, exhibition catalog, (Frauenau, November, 1985), pp. 29-39.
2.

Harvey Littleton, "Glass by Erwin Eisch," p. 15.
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Figure 6.

"Vessel with Toad"

Erwin Eisch, Federal Republic of Germany, 1981, Blown, etched,
enameled and gilded, H. 15.6 em x Diam. 17.4 em, Collection of The
Corning Museum of Glass, (81.3.42)

Despite the language barrier, Eisch was a revelation to
Littleton.

Here was a trained artist with an attitude towards glass

as sculpture.

A friendship was struck between the two that was to

provide an important link and a model for the future close rela
tionship between European and American artists in glass.

Proselytization of the New Medium
In the early 1960s there were no hot glass working courses
(aside from scientific lampworking) offered anywhere in the United
States, although Edris Eckhardt had spent one semester teaching glass
forming in 1962 at the University of California, Berkeley. The
strength of the Toledo experiences led Littleton to offer in the fall
of 1962, an independent study course in glass blowing through the
ceramics department of the University of Wisconsin.

The course was

the first of its kind and was held in the pottery studio on
Littleton's farm with students commuting back and forth.
In April of 1963 Littleton applied again to the Corning Glass
Works Foundation for financial assistance in "The Establishment of an
Independent Glassworking Center for the Artist" and to continue the
pilot glassworking program now functioning in an off-campus rented
space.*

The Department of Art and Art Education at Wisconsin had

accepted a proposal to formalize the graduate course as Art 176,
Glassworking, beginning in September of 1963 contingent on available

1. Harvey Littleton, The Establishment of an Independent
Glassworking Center," April, 1963. (Unpublished manuscript to The
Corning Glass Works Foundation.)
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funding for additional purchases of hand tools, coldworking equipment,
a ventilating hood for the furnace, as well as an hourly pay for a
studio assistant.

Johns-Manville Fiber Glass, through the influence

of Dominick Labino, donated 2400 pounds of the #475 marbles to the
fledgling program in addition to a $1,000 grant to meet the
university's requirements.^
From this first course, and the training given to educators
during the Toledo workshops, glassblowing was steadily introduced
during the 1960s into advanced educational curricula throughout the
United States.

University and college glass courses proliferated as

Littleton's students left Wisconsin and founded departments elsewhere:
Robert Fritz at San Jose State University, San Jose, California,
Marvin Lipofsky at the University of California, Berkeley, and Tom
McGlauchlin at the University of Iowa, Iowa City.
were initiated in the fall of 1964.

All three programs

Toledo workshop staff member Norm

Schulman founded the program at the Rhode Island School of Design in
fall of 1965 and was soon to be assisted there by graduate student
Dale Chihuly.^
Seasonal glass sessions established at the well known American
craft schools provided intensive schooling for summer students outside
of the university degree programs.

Haystack Mountain School of Crafts

1. Harvey Littleton to William Van Der Beek, Johns-Manville
Fiber Glass Company Letter, August 9, 1963.
2. Norman Schulman, Personal Interview, Penland, North
Carolina, October 2, 1986.
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on Deer Isle, Maine obtained its furnace and annealing oven from
Dominick Labino in 1964.

In North Carolina the director of the

Penland School of Handicrafts, William Brown, instructed William
Boysen from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale to build a
facility in 1965.

In 1967 Penland established its first hot glass

artist residency with Mark Peiser (1938-) in that position.'''
The spirit of the Toledo workshops set the tone for the early
days of glass education.

The group effort required to build a furnace

and annealing oven and the accompanying adventure of embarking on an
unfamiliar activity generated an enthusiasm and spirit of comradery.
Most short-term workshops turned into 24 hour marathon blowing
sessions with the furnaces running continuously and shifts required to
accommodate all participants.

2

A comparatively small group of glass-

makers in the 1960s formed the close-knit core of the glass circle,
moving from institution to institution.
The first World Congress of Craftsmen (June 9 through 20,
1964) at Columbia University, New York, was "intended to bring
together craftsmen from throughout the world, survey the state of the
craft scene, and at the same time, through the medium of workshops,
provide an opportunity for exchanges of technical information and
actual demonstrations."

For this gathering the Corning Museum of

Glass organized a small exhibition of glass by "independent craftsmen

1.

Ibid., October 2, 1986.

2. Alan R. Meisel, "California Glass Workshop," Craft
Horizons Vol. XXVII, No. 5 (September/October, 1967), p. 4.
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as well as by the artistic segment of the glass industry."

1

This last

group was defined as non-mass produced work of an artist working with
glass or cooperating closely with a craftsman within a small industry.
For his first trip to the United States Erwin Eisch travelled
to the Congress and demonstrated glass blowing with Littleton, Norman
Schulman, and students Marvin Lipofsky, Michael Boylen, Monona Rossol,
and Frank Kulasiewicz using a portable furnace and annealing oven
designed and built by Dominick Labino.

2

This was the first time that

most delegates had seen the process and it was astounding to European
glass designers Sybren Valkema, Willem Heesen, and Stefan Rath to see
glass blown outside the factory.

The enthusiastic response at the

gathering was reflected in the large numbers attracted to the panel
discussion on glass which necessitated a move to a larger hall.
The time was ripe in the 1960s for making molten glass
available to artists.

Although Harvey Littleton had made the most

significant inroads in formal education and in raising public awareness, he was not the only artist struggling with the situation.
Through the 1950s at Alfred University, Alfred, New York, a
laboratory course in Glass Technology had been offered which provided
students an occasional opportunity to blow the experimental batch
melts.

Once a year, in celebration of St. Patrick's Day, a small

outdoor furnace was lit and blowers from the nearby Steuben factory

1.

Paul Perrot, Prospectus Letter, January 30, 1964.

2. Dominick Labino, Personal Interview, Grand Rapids, Ohio,
October 23, 1985.
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in Corning would demonstrate their craft.

Ceramist and drawing

instructor, Andre Billed (1933-) gained permission in 1962 to keep
the furnace going throughout the summer.

With assistance from retired

Corning Glass Works gaffers he started blowing glass.

In the fall of

1963 an independent study course in glass blowing was offered at
Alfred taught by Billed and in 1966 it became a course major within
the art department.*
Joel Philip Myers (1934-) graduated from the same institution
with a degree in ceramics in 1963 and was hired that year as director
of design for the Blenko Glass Company, Milton, West Virginia. During
his seven years in the plant Myers was given free range to experiment.
In time, he became one of the few designers to make the transition to
2

skilled glassblower, executing sculpture and unique vessels.

He left

Blenko in 1970 to establish the glass program at Illinois State
University, Normal, Illinois.

Extension of the Studio Glass Concept to Europe
When Harvey Littleton met Erwin Eisch in 1962, the German
artist was the only known European blowning glass as sculpture.
However, as noted, throughout Europe artists were intimately involved
with the design of hot glass and cold working of the material in
studios was pervasive.

Established technical schools as well as some

1. Andre Billed, Interview, North Thurston, New York,
January 5, 1987.
2. Joel Myers, "Joel Myers and Blenko Glass," Craft Horizons
Vol. XXIV, No. 2 (March/April, 1964), pp. 36-37.
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universities taught glass design, cutting, engraving, enameling,
sandblasting and kiln-forming.

Several had hot glass facilities

staffed by technicians who executed student designs and produced
blanks for cold-working.

The state school at Orrefors, Sweden, and

the one operated by the Leerdam factory in Holland included
instruction in glassblowing, although most of the students were in
training as technicians rather than artists.
The inevitable jump made to the teaching of glassblowing
within European university art departments and the opening of private
studios came via the activities in the United States.

Littleton had

visited many of the existing glass programs in 1962 and 1965 spreading
the word of the Madison concept.
On the recommendation of Littleton, his student, Sam Herman
(1936-), had joined Helen Monro Turner's glass department at the
Edinburgh College of Art on a Fulbright Scholarship in 1965 to learn
cold-working techniques.^

As at other British schools with glass

design programs, a hot glass furnace was in operation there manned by
a technician.

Although there were informal occasions when students

could work the hot glass themselves, those opportunities were left
strictly to the will of the technician. Herman built Britain's first
small furnace in the ceramics department; however, it was short-lived
due to departmental policy.

A second was constructed in London after

he became a Research Fellow at the Royal College of Art, and led their

1. Samuel J. Herman, Personal Interview, London, England,
March 12, 1987.
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first short course in glassmaking in 1967.

In September of that year

Herman was named Tutor in Charge of Glass and remained at the Royal
College of Art until 1974.

The Glasshouse, an independent London

workshop where glass students might gain craft and business experience
after graduation, was established by Herman in 1969.

In 1974 he

introduced studio glass to Australia by starting the Glass Workshop at
the South Australian Craft Authority, Adelaide.
Even with the presence of Erwin Eisch in Germany, studio glass
was to take longer to establish on the continent than Britain due to
the reluctance of art educational institutions to accept it within
their programs.

An exception was Holland.

Sybren Valkema (1916—),

Leerdam designer and director of the Gerrit Rietveld Acadamie, had met
Littleton at the 1964 first World's Crafts Council. The next year he
constructed a small furnace at the Acadamie and in 1968 began teaching
glassblowing.

Thanks to this institution, the British colleges, and

the admission of artists to factory and state technical schools, hot
glass was introduced to the continent.
As part of the re-introduction of studio glass blowing into
Europe, three important papers were delivered to the Committee B
Sessions of the Vlllth International Congress on Glass held in London,
July 1-6, 1968.^
Produced Glass:

In Harvey Littleton's paper, entitled "ArtistA Modern Revolution," he summarized for the European

audience the events of the past ten years and touched on the already

1. Wendy Evans, ed., Studies in Glass History and Design
(London, 1968), pp. 109-120.
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volatile problem of categorizing the new work. That debate, centering
around the issue of art versus craft, would continue into the 1980s.
"Glass with a Claim on Good Design" was delivered by Erwin
Eisch.
Were

His observations, as a European speaking to fellow Europeans,

especially important in differentiating among the existing

attitudes towards art, craft, and industrial design.

In direct

opposition to the universal standards of "good design" as determined
by the Bauhaus leaders, Eisch regarded his own glass as a very
individual and personal opinion.

Rather than a mere skill, the act of

glassblowing he described as response to the breath of the artist,
becoming a "magical, an enchanting performance."^
Helen Munro Turner, Edinburgh College of Art, spoke on the
traditional purpose of glass education in Europe; the training of the
industrial designer.

She called for the role to now expand to include

the designer-craftsman making the unique object.

Although in support

of the new "movement," she defended the idea of teamwork, so inherent
in the history of glass making, and urged that it not be completely
abandoned.

In such a cooperative arrangement she felt that the glass

maker was "no mere executant, or even an interpreter.
'marriage of true minds'.

There is a

Thus too may a 'piece unique' be evolved."

1.

Ibid., pp. 111-112.

2.

Ibid., p. 118.
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A Public Awareness Through Exhibitions
In 1966, just four years after the Toledo workshops, the first
important glass survey exhibitions were opened in Toledo and San Jose,
California.

The "National Invitational Glass Exhibition" presented at

San Jose State College made it clear which course most contemporary
glass was going to take.

The exhibition included a mosaic by Edris

Eckhardt, a fused mixed-media work by Earl McCutchen, a lampworked
boctle by John Burton, stained glass by Roger Darricarrere, a fused
cross by Priscilla Manning Porter and a "dalle de verre" construction
by David Arnold.

However, it was the blown work by Robert Fritz,

Frank Kulasiewicz, Dominick Labino, Harvey Littleton, Marvin Lipofsky,
Joel Philip Myers, and Norman Schulman which would be considered the
most exciting and possessing "a sense of ferment, risk and explora
tion" missing from the other glass.*
In October the first "Toledo Glass National" showed work by 43
artists from 17 states with blown work in domination.

This biannual

exhibition, limited to works made in their entirety by individual
artists, would be held again in 1968, 1970 and in 1972 as "American
Glass Now."

In their catalogue statement jurors Edgar Kaufmann Jr.,

Paul Perrot, and Rudolf Riefstahl rewarded the expressive viewpoint
towards the medium in noting that they were looking for qualities
outside of technical proficiency:

"Our main purpose was to choose

1. Helen Giambruni, "National Invitational Glass Exhibitions,
Craft Horizons Vol. XXVI, No. 1 (January/February, 1966), p. 36.
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those pieces in which the craftsmen knew how to capitalize on
expressive qualities uniquely possessed by glass.
The Corning Museum of Glass organized "Four British Schools of
Design in Glass" in 1968 to provide an overview of the studio glass
movement in the United Kingdom.

The exhibition included 115 pieces

from the schools which now offered courses in studio glass:

the Royal

College of Art, London, the College of Art and Design, Birmingham,
Foley College of Art, Stourbridge, and the Edinburgh College of Art,
2

Edinburgh, Scotland.

The work exhibited by the faculty and students

of these four institutions offered a more varied menu of techniques
than the American surveys. Mold-blowing and casting were prominent,
as was the integration of cold-working techniques with the new blown
ware.

1. Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo Glass National, exhibition
catalog, (Toledo, 1966), p. 5.
2. The Corning Museum of Glass, Four British Schools of
Design in Glass, (Corning, 1968).

CHAPTER 4

THE 1970S AND 1980S:

FROM GLASS CRAFT TO GLASS ART

By the 1970s most of the technical knowledge, so scarce in the
preceding decade, was readily available along with the expertise for
glassblowing instruction.

As American artists became more aware of

the history of their material, and were educated in European craft
skills, their eyes were opened to new approaches.

Different types of

molds introduced a wider variety of shapes, and new adhesives allowed
glass components to be bonded together in ways not possible during hot
working.

Sandblasting became the most widely used method of cold

surface alteration, allowing an artist, untrained in engraving, to
carve the material with some control.

The rediscovery of the iridiza-

tion process around 1970 ushered in a rash of imitations of art
nouveau glass.

Now artists commanded the glass and could concentrate

on ideas rather than technical mastery.
Once freed of technical limitations, artistic output was no
longer dictated primarily by the natural properties of the material,
thus helping to decrease the previous homogenity of appearance.

No

longer were exhibitions comprised exclusively of countless variations
on the bubble.

Attempting to form a link to sculpture, many artists

avoided the vessel shape with its utilitarian associations. One of
the earliest to work exclusively in a non-objective style was
Littleton student Marvin Lipofsky (1938-). In his "California Loop
59
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Series" Lipofsky exploited the formal potential of the blown and
manipulated form while separating it from any allusion to function
(Figure 7).
Lipofsky, like Eisch, found that the natural beauty of the
material presented a dilemma.

The sheer attractiveness of glass made

it easy for the viewer to accept any object regardless of quality of
form or execution.

A solution was sought in counteracting the

"glassiness" of the material by covering it with paint, flocking and
metallic finishes.

These surfaces also helped disguise the generally

poor quality of the glass itself.
The contemporary styles of "pop" art and its ceramic offshoot
"funk" were pervasive in the glass of the late sixties and early
seventies.

Also, the influences of psychadelia and science fiction,

with their bright colors and "cartoonish" creations of fantasy, were
widespread.

"Dr. Zharkov's Mirror" by Joel Philip Myers appears like

a bubble rocket waiting to be launched with its stacked mirrored
compartments (Figure 8). Such complex achievements became the norm as
artists exhibited their relatively new technical virtuosity.
Claes Oldenburg's soft sculpture style translated easily in to
the organic lines of blown glass as illustrated in the non-functional
teapot with beaded cozy by Richard Marquis (1945-) (Figure 9). Any
object was susceptible to reproduction in glass:

animals, fruits and

vegetables, parts of the human anatomy, and other items from everyday
life.

The similarity of "Op" art patterning to the intricate Italian

Figure 7.

"California Loop Series"

Marvin Lipofsky, United States, circa 1973, Blown, cut, assembled, sandblasted; paint and flocking,
approximate dimensions H. 25.5 em x W. 59 em, Collection of The Corning Museum of Glass, (74.4.211).
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Figure 8.

"Dr. Zharkov's Mirror"

Joel Philip Myers, United States, 1970, Blown with metallic application,
H. 84.9 em x Diam. (at base) 22.3 em, Collection of The Corning Museum
of Glass, (76.4.18).

Figure 9.

"Teapot with Cozy"

Richard Marquis, United States, 1973, Blown with cane decoration, H. 8.3 em x Diam. 16.1 em,
Collection of The Corning Museum of Glass, (75.4.29).
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"millefiori" paperweight technique was quickly noted by Marquis and
incorporated into his work.
Later in the decade and into the early eighties glass was
increasingly seen in combination with other materials.

Mary Shaffer

(1947-) concentrated on slumping sheet glass in kilns as in "Hanging
Series #15" where the glass has been halted in its molten movement
within a wire cage (Figure 10).

Rather than being about the craft of

glassmaking, this relatively simple concept commented on illusion and
contradiction.

Captured in colorless glass, light was given form and

mass creating a tension between the deceptively fragile looking wire
that holds in mid-air that which should be weightless.

Formalization and Expansion of Associated Organizations,
Publications, Institutions and Exhibitions
The numbers of aspiring artists using glass in the seventies
multiplied as glass art programs were founded at a rapid pace.

Ties

with European artists strengthened, and some American artists were
able to refine their skills by taking advantage of opportunities in
German, Italian, Scandinavian, Dutch, and Czechoslovakian factories
and technical schools.

Faced with growing numbers students and a need

to disseminate information worldwide, organizational structures were
introduced in response to those needs.
The Glass Art Society (G.A.S.) was founded by a group of
artists who met at the Penland School of Handicrafts in 1971, and
elected their first president, Henry Halem (1938-), in 1972.

The

organization was established to "promote cooperation, communication,
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Figure 10. "Hanging Series 1115"
Mary Shaffer, United States, 1977, Kiln-formed glass with wire, H. 43
em x W. 35.3 em, Collection of The Corning Museum of Glass,
(79.4.136).
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education, and research among artists, teachers, craftsmen, students
and others engaged in the promotion, production, technology and
aesthetics of glass.G.A.S. was loosely modeled after the National
Society for Education in the Ceramic Arts and held its first two
meetings back-to-back with that group.

The compulsion to band

together into such an organization was a logical step at a time when
the shared medium was a sufficient common denominator.

Through its

annual meeting, G.A.S. was to serve as a great crucible for the mixing
of interests and opinions.

Internationally, various fraternal groups

also emerged, such as British Artists in Glass, the Glass Association
of Australia, Glass Art Canada, and the Japan Glass Artcrafts
Association.
In 1976 the first issue of the Glass Art Society Newsletter
appeared; it was subsequently renamed the Glass Art Society Journal in
1979.

Changes in priorities and interests among artists working in

glass were closely mirrored in the eleven years following the
Journal's inception.

A focus on technical information and educational

programs shifted to theoretical discussions pertaining to the nature
of art and craft, art criticism, and issues of public and private
collecting.

More interest was also directed towards artists not

associated with glass, but still concerned with light and optics.
The Glass Art Society Journal helped meet the need for
information and need for documentation that had generated other

1.

Glass Art Society, Inc., By-laws, (1971), article III.
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publications earlier in the decade.
book, Glassblowing:

Harvey Littleton published his

A Search for Form, in 1971 and for several years

this was the lone publication on the blowing technique directed
specifically at the artist, rather than industry.

Ray and Lee

Grover's Contemporary Art Glass of 1975 unevenly surveyed a large
number of international artists working both independently and as
designers.

The Corning Museum of Glass began an annual survey of

change with the publication of New Glass Review, which appeared from
1976 to 1978 in microfiche form and continued from 1980 in a magazine
format.

The Review originated in an attempt to document contemporary

work when exhibitions were impractical.

The one hundred pieces

selected from slides, by a changing panel, provided a yearly look at
not necessarily the best glass, but what seemed to the jurors to be
new, exciting, and of high quality.
The first bi-monthly American magazine devoted to hot work was
Glass Art Magazine which began publishing in 1972.
Glass in 1977 but ceased to exist in 1983.

It was re-named

Glass Studio first

appeared in 1978, and in 1980 New Work was founded as a project of the
New York Experimental Glass Workshop.

Assuming the burden of

bi-monthly publishing in Europe also in 1980 was Neues Glas.
As part of the information distribution network, numerous
galleries specializing in glass opened their doors in the seventies.
Beyond their commercial function and role as a financial support and
intermediary for artists, the galleries had a vested interest in
creating an educated audience for the new art form.

Often more than
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simple showcases, leading galleries specializing in glass sculpture
attempted to emulate museum practices in the documentation of artists
and their work, organizing lecture series and special events, while
lobbying museums and collectors to pay heed.

Habatat [sic] Galleries,

founded in 1971 at Lathrup Village, Michigan, was instrumental in
obtaining state recognition of March as Michigan Glass month, an
annual occasion around which a variety of educational forums and
exhibitions were annually presented.

The Contemporary Art Glass

Group, founded in 1971 in New York City, and later called Heller
Gallery, also provided an annual lecture series on the history of
glass as well as regular presentations by artists, critics and other
associated glass observers.*
In the seventies another prominent artist/educator emerged.
Dale Chihuly (1941-) had studied with Littleton at the University of
Wisconsin in 1966 and then received his M.F.A. from the Rhode Island
School of Design in 1968.

He spent the remainder of that year in

Italy, while on a Fulbright Scholarship, refining his craft skills as
the first American glassblower to work at the Venini factory.
following year he returned to head the R.I.S.D. program.

2

The

At an early

date Chihuly was a leader in exploring the sculptural possibilities of
glass beyond the object.

His 1971 outdoor installation with James

1. Creative Glass Center of America, Gallery Issues and
Answers, September 22, 1985. (Unpublished transcript.)
2. Dale Chihuly, Chihuly: Color, Class and Form, (Tokyo:
Kodansha International Ltd., 1986), pp. 17-18, 124-125.
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Carpenter (1949-), called "20,000 Pounds of Neon and Ice," was comprised of neon tubing, frozen into blocks of ice allowed to thaw as
the weather warmed.

Such works sparked an interest in the combination

of glass with other, seemingly alien, materials.
Like Littleton, Chihuly would make one of his greatest contributions in education.

In 1971 Chihuly and patron John Hauberg founded

the Pilchuck Glass Center (renamed the Pilchuck School in 1976),
situated in the midst of a working tree farm in the Pacific northwest.
Inspired by other summer craft schools, Chihuly wanted to start one
devoted to glass as the sole medium.

During the 16 years following

its first summer when students and faculty camped out in tents,
Pilchuck proved to be one of the most innovative forces in contemporary glass.

Sessions were engineered to bring together an

international faculty, working in all areas of glass, with a small
group of students in an informal, but concentrated atmosphere of
learning.

Visiting artists unaffiliated with glass became an

indispensable part of the faculty.

Through their investigations into

the potential of the material in their own work, the gap between glass
art and glass craft continued to be bridged.
In contrast to the rural setting and spaciousness of Pilchuck
appeared the New York Experimental Glass Workshop (N.Y.E.G.W.).

A

non-profit studio founded in 1977, it offered year-round courses,
gallery space and rental facilities for artists within New York City's
Little Italy.

Both Pilchuck and the N.Y.E.G.W. helped break the

dependency that glass shared with the other crafts on academia by
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offering alternative educational and working opportunities.

Another

non-profit organization, the Creative Glass Center of America
(C.G.C.A.) opened its hot glass facility in 1983 in association with
the Museum of American Glass of Wheaton Village, Millville, New
Jersey.

Rather than offering courses and a teacher-student structure,

C.G.C.A. was conceived to provide a non-restrictive, non-commercial
working environment for artists who were awarded six-month
fellowships.
A critical role in the introduction of glass art to the public
was played by the exhibitions mounted in the 1960s and early 1970s by
a limited number of museums.

With few counterparts to the European

"museum fur kunsthandwerk," American institutions were not sure where,
how, or if glass sculpture fitted within their organizational systems.
Nevertheless, exhibitions of glass gained steadily in frequency, not
only due to the merit of the work, but thanks to the novelty and the
crowd-pleasing ability of the rich material.
In the United States curatorial perspective almost invariably
took the form of a survey of glass objects, made by American artists,
soon possessing little in common other than the medium.

Gatherings

such as The Corning Museum of Glass contemporary glass exhibitions of
1976, 1977, 1978 and the triennial "Americans in Glass," 1979, 1981,
and 1984 at the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Museum, Wausau, Wisconsin,
provided valuable opportunities for general assessments;

but they

performed their greatest service in building a public awareness of the
material.
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One of the few exhibitions with a very specific theme was "New
American Glass:

Focus West Virginia" organized by the Huntington

Galleries, Huntington, West Virginia.*

The 1976 exhibition and its

conference grew from a project originated by the museum to promote the
relationship between the studio artist and the small factories of West
Virginia.

These industries were falling on hard times, and it was

hoped that an infusion of studio glass talent would prove mutually
beneficial.

Project artists Fritz Dreisbach, Mark Peiser, James

Carpenter, Harvey Littleton, Henry Halem, and Joel Myers were given
the opportunity to make use of facilities for one week at six fac
tories:

Blenko Glass Company, Milton, Fenton Art Glass Company,

Williamstown, Fostoria Glasss Company, Moundsville, Pilgrim Glass
Corporation, Huntington, Viking Glass, New Martinsville, and Seneca
Glass, Morgantown. The scale, range, and technical virtuosity of the
final work demonstrated the enormous possibilities for the artist
when free to employ the technical resources of industry.

The European Perspective
The year 1972 was pivotal in the spread of studio glass in
Europe thanks to the first international glass symposium "Glass, Art
or Craft," organized by Museum Bellerive, Zurich, Switzerland, in

1. Huntington Galleries, New American Glass: Focus West
Virginia, exhibition catalog, (Huntington, 1976).
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conjunction with the exhibition "Glass Today.The symposium was the
first large continental gathering of European and American artists for
the delivery of papers and technical demonstrations.
Inspired by that symposium, the preeminent Austrian glass firm
J. & L. Lobmeyr and Sons was moved in 1973, to delegate a gallery
within their Vienna showrooms for the exhibition of studio work.
The gallery opened with a two-man sculpture show by Harvey Littleton
and Erwin Eisch.

Also in 1973 Lobmeyr started a small hot glass

studio in Stoob, Austria (relocated to Baden in 1975).

First operated

by two Czechoslovakian glassmakers, it eventually came under the
direction of another Littleton student, Jack Ink. The studio provided
2
a facility for many European artists to learn glassblowing.
The established technical school system in Europe was oriented
toward providing skilled designers and cold-working artists for
industry.

Because factory glassblowers were trained within industry

itself, art schools were very reluctant to introduce hot glass into
programs of study.

Also, the expense of opening an independent

private studio kept their numbers much smaller in Europe than in the
United States, providing fewer training opportunities.
In the eastern block countries the superlative foundation
provided by the Czechoslovakian technical schools and established

1. Museum Bellerive, Glas heute:
exhibition catalog, (Zurich, 1972).

Kunst oder Handwerk?,

2. Peter Rath, Lobmeyr and Studio Glass, October 15, 1986
(Unpublished manuscript delivered to the Fellows of The Corning Museum
of Glass.)

glass artists such as the Libenskys, Rene Roubicek, and Pavel Hlava,
had already made blown glass available to artist-designers in the
1960s.

Private blowing studios were rare, but artists had been able

to blow work themselves or with colleagues within the superior
facilities of the state-owned factories.

The 1978 "Symposium of Glass

Forming" at Paracin, Yugoslavia, and two larger gatherings at
factories in Novy Bor, Czechoslovakia, in 1982 and 1985, brought
foreign artists into those countries to work in the factories with
native artists.^

These opportunities not only broadened the

perspectives of the eastern European artists but opened the eyes of
American artists to the benefits of close industrial collaboration.
Although the numbers of both artists in glass and hot glass
studios had grown at a quicker pace in the United Kingdom than in the
rest of Europe, the five day 1976 "Working with Hot Glass" conference,
organized by the Crafts Advisory Committee and the Royal College of
Art, played a similar unifying role for Britain as the Zurich
gathering had for the continent.
The conference also illustrated a difference in attitude
between the American and European glass communities which had existed
from the earliest days of studio glass.

In Europe artists who did not

actually blow the glass with their hands were considered integral and
equal members of the movement.

American ideology of the 1960s

excluded not only those artists who designed glass, but also those who

1. Emilija Marodic, "Glass Art in Yugoslavia," Glass Art
Society Journal, (1979), p. 16.
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did cold-working and kiln-forming.

Only those who formed molten glass

qualified for the studio circle. This strict division was much less
important within a European tradition traced from Hald and Gate to
Erwin Eisch.
That difference was made most obvious in 1977 when the first
"Coburg Glass Prize for Modern European Studio Glass" was awarded to
Ann Warff of Sweden.*

Warff had been a designer for Orrefors Glasbruk

and had just recently set up her own studio for the sandblasting and
etching of flat glass and blanks to her specifications.
The prize was awarded from the exhibition of European studio
glass conceived and organized by the Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg,
Federal Republic of Germany.

This exhibition offered the first

opportunity to comprehensively view the scope of European studio
glass.

The 531 objects from eighteen countries were juried by Swiss

artist Roberto Niederer, Caroline Pearce-Higgins, Crafts Advisory
Committee, England, Dr. Jurgen Schou-Christensen, Danish Museum of
Fine and Decorative Arts, Denmark, and Dr. Heino Maedebach,
Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg, Federal Republic of Germany.

"New Glass:

A Worldwide Survey"

In 1979 the Corning Museum of Glass presented "New Glass:

A

Worldwide Survey," which had a profound impact on the future of con
temporary glass.

Although there had been previous such surveys,

1. Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg, Coburger Glaspreis fur
moderne Glasgestaltung in Europa, exhibition catalog, (Zurich, 1977).
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including "Glaskunst der Gegenwart," organized in 1977 by the
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen in Kassel, "New Glass" was the first one
organized in the United States and circulated internationally.

Twenty

years after "Glass 1959" the museum gathered work on the same basis as
the earlier milestone exhibition.

The juried competition was open to

any glassmaker or company, making any kind of glass, anywhere.

A

selection panel composed of Paul Smith, director of the American Craft
Museum, New York, Franca Santi Gualteri, editor of the Italian
magazine Abitare, Russell Lynes, columnist for Architectural Digest
magazine and one of the "Glass 1959" jurors, and Werner Schmalenbach,
director of the Kunst Museum in Diisseldorf, chose 273 objects from
artists in 28 countries.^
The contrast between "New Glass" and "Glass 1959" graphically
illustrated a startling change that had taken place in twenty years.
Whereas in 1959 only 10% of the glass had been designed and made by
the same person, in 1979 the percentages were reversed.

The first

jury had considered around 1800 entries, the second looked at over
6000.
"New Glass" traveled in the United States, Europe, and Japan
for three years and was the first opportunity for artists, educators,
curators, collectors, art dealers and the general public to see the
most up-to-date assortment of this still new phenomenon.

The effect

1. The Corning Museum of Glass, New Glass: A Worldwide
Survey, exhibition catalog, (Corning, 1979), pp. 11-12.

was immediate in the boosted interest of museum collecting, increased
numbers of artists attracted to the material, and a general rise in
confidence and ambition of new work.

It was also followed by a crop

of similar survey exhibitions in countries that had not previously
shown much activity in contemporary glass:
Glass:

in 1981, "Contemporary

Australia, Canada, U.S.A. and Japan" at the National Museum of

Modern Art, Kyoto and Tokyo, Japan; in 1982, the first triennial of
"World Glass Now" the Hokkaido Museum of Modern Art, Sapporo, Japan;
in 1984, "International Directions in Glass Art", Art Gallery of
Western Australia, Perth; and in 1985, "Art du Verre:

Actualite

International", Musee des Beaux-Arts, Rouen, France.
The show's impact was strongly felt in France for the contrast
between that country's earlier glorious history of artistic glass and
its meager representation in the "New Glass" exhibition came as a
shock.

In response, the national government was prompted to seek ways

to promote studio glass in France.

The first tangible result was the

founding of the Centre International de Recherche sur le Verre et les
Arts Plastiques (C.I.R.V.A.) in Aix en Provence, moving to Marseilles
in 1987.

This unique facility was dedicated to the advancement of art

in glass through cooperation with non-glass associated artists
interested in exploring the potential of the medium in their work.
The second important result was the opening in 1985 of the Centre du
Verre research center organized under the auspices of the Musee des
Arts Decoratifs, Paris.
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The survey format continued to dominate exhibitions of the
1980s crowned by the massive Second Coburger Glaspreis of 1985.
Efforts were made elsewhere towards more focused curatorial view
points.

In 1983 "Sculptural Glass" at the Tucson Museum of Art,

Tucson, Arizona, provided a previously unavailable arena for
installations of site-specific work on a large scale.^

The jump from

table-size to the environmental was inevitable as glass gained further
acceptance as a sculptural medium.

"Cast Glass Sculpture," a 1986

exhibition by California State University, Fullerton, focused on
variations of the technique that had been gaining in prominence during
2

recent years.

In "Neues Glas in Japan" the Badisches Landesmuseum in

Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany, surveyed contemporary Japanese
studio output which had flourished after the influx of several
3
travelling surveys.

Scattered other exhibitions centered around

themes such as the figure, functional design, and architectural
collaborations.

Galleries and collectors also discovered the need to

begin the editing process as perspectives in glass diversified.

1. Tucson Museum of Art, Sculptural Glass, Volumes I and II,
exhibition catalog, (Tucson, 1983).
2. California State University, Fullerton, Cast Glass
Sculpture, exhibition catalog, (Fullerton, 1986).
3. Badisches Landesmuseum Karlsruhe, Neues Glas aus Japan,
exhibition catalog, (Karlsruhe, 1986).

CHAPTER 5

A PERIOD OF SELF-EXAMINATION AND RE-EVALUATION

"New Glass" had the effect of bringing several long-simmering
issues to the surface as it ushered in the 1980s.

With its equal

treatment of functional and non-functional pieces made by artists,
technicians or machines, the exhibition was proof that the common
thread of medium alone was no longer a sufficient binder. Directions
in glass had diverged too widely to ever bring them under one roof
again.

Art, Craft or Design?
"New Glass" also embodied the issue of definition that artists
in craft media had been struggling with since the 1950s,

The

self-image of the new work was blurred. On the basis of medium alone
could it be labeled art, craft, design, applied art, decorative art,
or something different?

Harvey Littleton had targeted the separation

between art and craft as a major factor in the consideration of glass
at the 1968 International Congress on Glass in London.*

Contributing

to the confusion was the pervasive non-functional vessel which did not
fit within existing standards of sculptural form.

1.

Evans, Studies in Glass History and Design, p. 110.
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At the first world congress of Craftsmen in 1964 RenB
d'Harnoncourt, director of the Museum of Modern Art, distinguished
craft from painting and sculpture as "an art form concerned with the
creation of objects that combine aesthetic values with utility."*

He

stressed the equal value of the crafts and the natural crossover
between artists of each area; at times the sculptor's work taking on a
specific functional property, and in turn, the craftsman's object
transcending its original purpose and becoming sculpture. D'Harnoncourt's enlightened attitude was not typical of prevailing art
establishment attitudes either preceding or succeeding his tenure.
A hierarchy of status among the arts in Western cultures had
been established during the Renaissance with functional or decorative
arts assuming a minor rank behind painting and sculpture.

This was a

lower status than the one enjoyed during the Medieval period when such
distinctions were not so profound.

Although they may be beautifully

crafted and highly ornate, the association with mundane everyday life
often relegated functional objects and their associated media to a
secondary status.

2

This situation prevailed in museum collections

with the establishment of decorative art and design departments.
Although a good deal of studio glass was intended to be used, even
more was not.

Internal museum divisions were seldom challenged until

1. American Craftsmen's Council, First World Congress of
Craftsmen, p. 84.
2. Lionello Venturi, History of Art Criticism (New York,
1964), p. 85.

sculpture made of traditional craft media (clay, fiber, metal, wood
and glass) began to blur the dividing lines towards the middle of the
twentieth century.

Among the many artists using glass, such notable

examples as Marcel Duchamp, Salvador Dali, Joseph Cornell, Merrit
Oppenheim, Alexander Calder, Barbara Hepworth, Robert Smithson, Vito
Acconci, and Lynda Benglis managed to avoid the struggle, due at least
in part, to their recognition as artists unassociated with the
handicrafts.
When artists chose the vessel form as a structural touchstone
for their sculpture, the issue much more clouded.

Analogous to a

rectangular stretched canvas or even the human figure, the vessel was
regarded by many artists such as Frantisek Vizner (1936-), as a
starting point for metaphorical expression beyond literal interpre
tation (Figure 11).

Although neither intended to act as a container,

nor able to do so because of changes made to the structure, objects
such as his solidly cast and ground bowl were to meet resistance as
sculpture.

This wariness was manifested as a dismissal by the art

press and a lack of serious consideration by art historians.

On a

more immediate level would come generally lower sales prices,
skepticism of art collectors, and banishment to representation by
craft galleries alone.
This situation had a profound effect on the acquisition of
studio glass by museums.

Collecting policies tended to be less

generous than exhibition policies.

While the Kunstmuseum Dusseldorf

and the Kunstsammlungen der Veste Coburg in Germany and the Toledo

Figure 11. "Smoked Bowl"
Frantisek Vizner, Czechoslovakia, 1978, Cast, cut and ground, H. 9.3 em x Diam. 29 em, Collection of
The Corning Museum of Glass, (78.3.59).
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Museum of Art, Ohio, had collected the new work from the beginning,
most museums lagged behind.
After adopting an initial "wait and see" attitude, around
1974 The Corning Museum of Glass made the decision to undertake an
aggressive collecting policy for contemporary glass of all types with
a focus on glass sculpture.

That museum compiled the largest collec-

tion in the world of international post-1962 work with holdings
numbering over 3000.

It also chose to play an unusually active role

by maintaining close ties with the international artists associations,
and hosting three of the Glass Art Society annual conferences in 1976,
1979 and 1984.

To act as a central clearing house for all information

regarding contemporary art in glass, an archive was established to
house the museum's extensive collections of artist biographical
information and slides of their work.
While the issue continued to rage, a few museums worldwide
began to include functional and sculptural studio glass within their
collecting areas.

Sizable collections were gathered by the Hokkaido

Museum of Modern Art, Sapporo, Japan, the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, and the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris.

For a brief period

in the early 1980s the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York took a
strong position of support for studio glass, laying the foundation of
a fine collection.

Unfortunately that stance was abruptly abandoned

in 1984 with a change in museum personnel and priorities.
In response to what was perceived as an unsatisfactory
situation, a museum devoted exclusively to the subject of studio glass
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was organized by Danish artist Finn Lynggaard.

In 1986 the small

Glasmuseum opened in Ebeltoft, Denmark, with a collection of
approximately 500 objects loaned or donated by artists worldwide.
A Redefinition of Studio Glass
The concerns and trends of the seventies deepened in the
eighties.

Educational programs continued to increase, albeit not at

the previous explosive rate.

Expanded educational opportunities

outside of formal programs lessened the pressing urgency of the
opening of new university courses.

Numbers of artists using glass

grew rapidly in Canada, Australia and Japan where the idea of studio
glass had suffered a late start.
During this time the exploration of ways to form glass
continued less out of a sense of curiosity about the medium, than in a
search for specific visual effect.

Where artists in earlier years

were driven to experiment in the struggle for information, technique
was now selected like a color from a palette.

Glassblowing, the

process that had so fascinated the Toledo workshop members, declined
in prevalence.

An artist lacking the skill of the "maestro" or access

to a facility felt the limitations in size, form, control, and also
heavy financial expense.

In the place of glassblowing, variations of

kiln-forming and cold-working offered greater physical options and, as
in the fifties, were more practical for the urban artist limited by
space, money, and zoning regulations.
The increased awareness of the material's expressive potential
attracted a pool of new artists from other media looking for different
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ways to manifest their ideas.
reaching.

The resulting repercussions were far-

Non-craft orientated artists promoted a marked increase in

the combination of glass with other materials.

Much of the sculpture

began to reflect the role of glass as just one of many media available
to the artist.

In the process of being integrated into "mainstream"

sculpture studio glass became less definable and insular.

These new

artists did not come to glass as craftsmen and as such placed little
or no emphasis on a personal need to master difficult technique.
Instead they employed craftsmen to execute their ideas at a high level
of technical proficiency.
In his "Insert yourself within my story...," Christopher
Wilmarth (1943-) combined glass blown and etched to his specifications
with a patinated, cut bronze background (Figure 12).

For his inter

pretation of Mallarme's poem of 1886 the artist found in glass a
material embodying the specific characteristics needed to fulfill the
physical and metaphorical requirements of head, egg, womb, and soul.
The completed sculpture concerns itself with neither glass, per se,
nor the glassblowing process.

Instead the material forms one

component deliberately superseded by the larger whole.
Many stalwart defenders of the need for the artist's hand in
all aspects of production revised their view in 1976 when Dale Chihuly
was forced by an accident to completely give up working the glass
himself.

In collaboration with the master blower he was capable of

executing much more ambitious ideas than previously possible.

The

result was a further graying of the black and white attitudes of
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Figure 12. "Insert myself within your story ••• "
Christopher Wilmarth, United States, 1979, Blown and acid-etched glass
with patinated bronze, H. 46.1 em x W. 35.5 em, Collection of The
Corning Museum of Glass, (82.4.19).
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twenty-five years, past splitting artist-craftsman and artistdesigner.

Although technical proficiency no longer was the first

requirement for all artists in glass, the continuous presence of glass
craftsmen, who created aesthetically pleasing functional objects,
remained strong.
The multiple approaches to the material ultimately were
reflected within the glass art organizations.

Inevitable questions

were raised regarding the effectiveness, relevancy, and necessity of
associations based solely on the shared medium.

The unspoken

conclusion seemed to be that the main function of these institutions
lay in the encouragement of the same mix of ideas and people that had
ultimately challenged their existence.

Conclusion
In 1987 we are better informed regarding the involvement of
artists with glass well before 1962.
occasionally

Although glass was only

considered an appropriate medium for modern art (outside

of stained glass designed by painters and architects) there have been
scattered artists forming glass in their own studios throughout the
twentieth century.
No longer is there an impression of a studio glass "movement"
in the evangelical sense of the 1960s.

Blowing studios are numerous

and educational opportunities are plentiful.

Glass has ceased to be

the young upstart in the craft world, while retaining that position
within contemporary sculpture.

Although the term "studio glass" is

still convenient, in the last twenty-five years it has been gradually
redefined.

It has come to include all hot and cold techniques, used

on one-of-a-kind and very limited edition works, which are designed,
but not necessarily made, by the same artist, whether in the factory
or the studio.
The idea of the artist as craftsman was an important one that
revolutionized the appearance, use, and consideration of glass.
Ultimately, however, it is the finished object, rather than the
circumstances of its manufacture, that deserves attention.
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